
XARA Winter Storm FC CUP 2012     
 

Roster, Game Report & Misconduct Report for Referees 
 

This form MUST be COMPLETED by each team with coach, manager, player and game information and given to the Referee PRIOR to game time.   
REFEREES must return the completed reports from each team with the game ball to the tournament tent to receive compensation. REFEREES must 

check that the official tournament stamp and check- in signature are on this roster before play can begin. 
 

Date:  Time:  Game#:  Field  Boys or Girls 
circle one 

Age  
Group: 

Acad  /  Comp / Adult 
circle one 

 
REFEREE enters SCORES & CIRCLE WINNING TEAM – Coaches Confirm scores and winning team. 

 
 

Referee:   
 
  #          Player’s Names          Half   Min    Code  Misconduct Details                Goals 
Coach       
Asst       
Mgr       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
 
Cautions    Misconduct Codes   Ejections 
C-1 Unsporting Behavior      E-1 Serious Foul Play   
C-1.1 Deliberate tripping, pushing, and other “tactical”                                                              E-2 Violent Conduct     
                   Deliberate physical fouls      E-3 Spits at opponent or person 
C-1.2 Foul tackle from behind, and late or hard tackles    E-4 Intentional ball handling to deny goal  
C-1.3 Interference by other players when the referee is     E-5 Denies goal scoring opportunity  
                    Speaking to a player after an offense     E-6 Offensive, insulting, or abusive language 
C-1.4           Deliberate, tactical obstruction                                                                                         E-7 Receives second caution    
C-1.5 Shirt pulling and other similar tactics     
C-1.6 Deliberate hand ball designed to break up an attack    
C-1.7 Moving hands up and down to obstruct an opponent   
C-1.8 Gesticulating in front of a player taking a free kick or throw-in 
C-1.9 Player leaning on team mate to gain extra height 
C-1.10 Pulling oneself up by the goal post or cross bar to gain an advantage 
C-2 Dissent;    
C-3  Persistent Infringement;  
C-4  Delays Restart   
C-5 Fails to respect proper distance      
C-6 Entering or leaving the field without the referee’s permission     

 
Referee’s Signature       

 

      Completed by Tournament Comm. Only 

Home Team  Score    Points  

Away Team  Score    Points  

Completed by Tournament Committee Only (Place tournament stamp over the players names that are checked in) 

Audited Board: Audited Computer: 

ATTENTION:  Referee 
List all cautions and send-offs on this report, including notes supporting 

the reason for the card.  All send-offs, dismissals or expulsions also 
require a separate misconduct report to be completed within 48 hours of 

the conclusion of this game.  Be sure to sign this report and return 
with the ball to the tent for compensation. 
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